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Headline:

- “The TO provides technical and scientific support to contract management officers and the CDS team to assess the content of deliverables and in the CDS.”

- “The TO provides a technical link and scientific support between C3S and the data provider.”
Phase I: proof-of-concept

- Document reviewing
- Takes decisions (along with the provider),
- Discuss with Contract Officer status of deliverables,
- Follows the technical evolution of contract,
- Participate in Cross-CDR,
- ... 
- Technical point of contact in C3S
Phase-II: Operational

- Participates actively in the contract negotiation
- TO follows the process from the start of the data integration process as a ‘Watcher’,
- Agrees with CDS/data provider the design of the page,
- Approve deliverables reviewed by Assimila and provide feedback when needed.
- Review QR as quick response is needed (IP? AR?),
- Liaise between data provider and C3S management
- /EQC/CDS/Contract Officer.
- ...

Natural evolution of the role of the TO
Phase-III: Consolidated operations

- Discuss with data provider specific aspects of the look&feel dataset in the CDS,
- Propose to the Dataset Governance Board the publication of a dataset,
- Review and validates updates to the web form,
- ...
- **Role of TO evolves according to needs and limitations of the service**
- **What would we like to achieve? What is exactly the role of the TO at the EQC activity?**